
he devastation and attendant loss of life
wrough t  by  t he  t e r ro r i s t  a s s au l t s  o f

11  September on the World Trade Center and
Pentagon completely demolished our sense of
invulnerability to foreign hostile action, and

shook the complacency of North American societies.
Such was the gravity of these attacks, that it paralyzed
the New York financial markets for days, closed down
the air transport system for a similar time span, and
degraded the US economy both by its direct effect and by
its substantial impact on public confidence. Terrorist
operations cut to the very bone of our vital national inter-
ests. If the world after that date has changed forever, has
our perception and strategic awareness evolved in conso-
nance with the new dangers and the need for reform? 

At both the strategic and operational levels, the
transnational nature of ‘post-modern’ asymmetric
threats such as information warfare, terrorism, organ-
ized crime, and weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
has placed increasingly varied and more complex
demands on both Canadian and American armed forces
and law enforcement agencies. In today’s world of tech-
nological specialization, perpetrators and techniques
alike have attained a high level of sophistication. This,
in turn, obliges law enforcement and counter-terrorist
agencies to develop the capability to provide protection
to the peoples, places and institutions of North America.

In recent years, Western governments, primarily in
the context of the G-7/G-8 counter-terrorism meetings,
have focused significant effort toward coordinating a
political response to the myriad of challenges associat-
ed with countering the newly emerging transnational
and asymmetric threats. At the strategic and operational
levels, however, law enforcement and military authori-
ties have made much less progress in developing the
synergistic means by which military assets and capabil-
ities might be brought to bear on these threats.1

Can Canadian and American authorities meld mili-
tary strategies and capabilities with those of law
enforcement agencies in such a way as to generate opti-
mal security for North American territory and popula-
tions? It is this question that frames the analysis of this
paper. It begins from the assumption that sophisticated
military special operations forces and their equipment
might represent a useful tool for assisting civil authori-
ties. On the surface at least, it would appear that the
prudent use of expensive, high-tech, well-trained, stand-
ing military resources, in close coordination with
respective policing forces, would not only increase the
efficiency of joint — and in the Canadian/American
context, combined — responses to the threat, but could
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The blurring of traditional lines of responsibility between law enforcement and the military, coupled with ambiguities surrounding the very mean-
ing of ‘criminal activity’, point to a future demand for joint and combined responses.
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yield significant budgetary savings as well. How valid
is that assumption?

CURRENT PRACTICE

I t is important to observe that in the traditional sense,
roles for military forces and law enforcement agen-

cies have been essentially separate and distinct, espe-
cially in the US, where the Posse Comitatus Act, with
some minor exceptions,2 legislates against the use of
federal troops in routine domestic matters (though
National Guard units frequently fulfill such duties).
Canada, on the other hand, has a longstanding tradi-
tion of employing military resources in aid of civil
authorities. That said, even in Canada’s case, the mil-

itary has been conceived principally as a means for
dealing with menaces stemming from outside its bor-
ders, with police forces being given the job of dealing
with internal threats.

This tidy compartmentalization has been under
increasing stress because of continued evolution of
newly emerging asymmetrical threats. Underpinning
this blurring of traditional spheres of responsibility has
been the globalization of crime, coupled with the grow-
ing difficulty in sorting out both the nature and source
of transnational threats. Indeed, it is less and less easy
to tell what exactly is a ‘crime’, and what is an ‘attack’.
At the governmental level, amid the multiple, and some-
times overlapping, areas of jurisdiction and responsibil-
ity, such ambiguity means that it becomes difficult to
even determine to whom responsibility should be given
in responding to the threat.

Perpetrators of transnational crimes and initiators of
terrorist attacks can and do operate outside the sover-
eign domain and across borders. They often have
domestic links within the target country. This poses an
obvious problem for law enforcement agencies, since

domestic law is not always compatible with internation-
al law and, in the absence of foreign cooperation, states
do not have the authority to apply their jurisdiction
within the geographical confines of other states.
Information sharing with our separate government
departments and agencies and with each other is essen-
tial to any successful prosecution of cases involving
transnational threats.

One step in the right direction, in the Canadian-
American context (as in other contexts), would be more
effective communication. But even in the Canada/US
case, where one would expect that there should already
be a great deal of such communication, appearances can
be very deceiving. Witness the well-publicized recent

example of Ahmed Ressam, allegedly
attempting to smuggle bomb-making
materials across the border between
British Columbia and Washington:
this act might well have been prevent-
ed by more proactive information
exchange by the RCMP.3 Failing this,
the result was that American authori-
ties were required to place police
forces and border posts on elevated
alert, to such an extent that for a brief
period toward the end of 1999 every
single vehicle passing from Canada
into the US was being stopped for
inspection.4 And if Canadian and
American authorities have such diffi-
culty ‘getting it right’, what prospects
are there elsewhere for the effective
facilitation of information sharing?

There is a clear obligation,
then, for Ottawa to collect and evalu-
ate information concerning threats to
sovereignty and national security —
and these threats can be adjudged
serious enough to warrant using mili-

tary resources along with civilian ones, as is evidenced
by the recent establishment, as part of the Department of
National Defence, of an office of Critical Infrastructure
Protection and Emergency Preparedness, announced in
February 2001 for the purpose of protecting against
cyber-sabotage.5 Moreover, in the same way that
transnational criminal and terrorist organizations are
creating new, flexible connections, it is imperative that
governments continue to demolish inter-agency barriers.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY ‘ASYMMETRIC THREAT’?

A consensus has been emerging in recent years that
the threat posed by asymmetric warfare and crime

has been gathering force in North America — or at least
the debate over the threat has been gathering voice.
Even before the 11 September attacks, this was espe-
cially the case in the US, where the threat to ‘homeland
security’ was taken very seriously inside the govern-
ment.6 In 1998, a US Army War College conference
posed the question whether America’s military could
find itself under successful attack at key nodes of its
largely unprotected infrastructure. The answer was that
it could. The same conference also noted that in thinking
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The operational deployment of Canada’s counter-terrorism/special operations unit, Joint Task
Force Two (JTF 2), in support of law enforcement agencies, would most likely occur under the pro-
visions of the CF Armed Assistance Directions.



about such attacks, the salient issue was not so much
threat identification or even response development;
rather, it was trying to figure out the “more ambiguous
political question of whose job is it” to respond to the
threat.7 While many participants agreed that America’s
military could not afford to be distracted from its prin-
cipal aim of preparing for conventional conflicts, or
“fighting the nation’s wars”, all recognized that the
great challenge of developing concepts, doctrine, and
the organizational apparatus for functioning across cul-
tural, legal and fiscal boundaries remained within the
ambit of the federal bureaucracy as a whole.

The effects of globalization are certain to further
reduce the geographic isolation that has until recently
provided a convenient buffer from international conflict
for both Canada and the US. Asymmetric dangers are
expected to constitute an ever growing challenge to tra-
ditional security interests of both countries.8 Such is the
pace of events, even recent assessment which anticipat-
ed that these threats “may move into the foreground”
within five to ten years9 has been rendered anachronis-
tic by terrorist suicide bombers and the appearance of
anthrax-laced mail south of our border. But, what exact-
ly does this imply, and what do we mean by the term
‘asymmetric threat’?

Typically, the concept encompasses techniques,
weapons and tactics that an adversary might employ to
foil or circumvent the technological superiority of its foe
— in this case, us. Essentially, an asymmetric attack seeks
fundamentally to alter the so-called
‘battlespace’ within which conflict
occurs. One recent essay at threat
definition conducted for Canada’s
National Defence Headquarters
notes that “asymmetric threat is a
term used to describe attempts to
circumvent or undermine an oppo-
nent’s strengths while exploiting his
weaknesses, using methods that dif-
fer significantly from the oppo-
nent’s usual mode of operations.”10

Implicit in this form of threat,
according to a briefing prepared for
a US military audience, is the
prospect that they represent “uncon-
ventional approaches or inexpensive
means that ... confront us in ways
we cannot match in kind.”11

While asymmetry can be in the
ends to be attained or in the ways and
means of achieving them, attacks are
likely to have a strategic impact, par-
ticularly in the moral plane. Such
assaults could include the exploita-
tion of the fears and beliefs of our
population, and the undermining of
political support for legitimate government or its actions.
As described in the Directorate of Land Strategic Concept
publication, The Future Security Environment:

Ways and means include exploiting Western
sensitivity to casualties, disrupting our complex

economics and threatening our desire for legiti-
macy. These include, but are not limited to ter-
rorism, disinformation, psychological opera-
tions, use of WMD and information system
attacks. At the operational and tactical levels,
opponents may interdict lines of communica-
tion, try to maximize casualties to erode our
resolve, fight in complex terrain such as cities
and mountains and take hostages.12

Perpetrators are likely to select aggressive tactics
that “purposely blur boundaries between actions consid-
ered crimes and those viewed as warfare.”13 Hence the
creation of the future battlespace, neither distinctly mil-
itary nor uniquely in the domain of law enforcement.
Asymmetric operations executed beyond the accepted
norms of warfare and the law of armed conflict will
present serious ethical dilemmas to Western states, con-
strained as these latter are in the design and implemen-
tation of responses to such operations.

The evolution of asymmetric dangers is expected
to multiply the number of potential threats to our secu-
rity, along with the weapons used to carry out these
threats. Less developed countries or transnational
groups can purchase advanced weapons and delivery
systems with relative ease in today’s open arms mar-
ketplace. Globalization, it is said, will compound the
challenge, congruent as it is with the “revolution in
communication technology, ease of travel, [and] ero-
sion of borders.”14 Globalization’s ‘downside’ is that it

seems to be fostering a new battlespace, one character-
ized by a plethora of chemical, biological and radio-
logical menaces, along with an increase in the number
of extremist groups, this latter notwithstanding that the
“actual number of international terrorist incidents ... is
generally in decline.”15
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Terrorism is, in most respects, the waging of psychological warfare. In response, we should seek to
employ economy of force, a hallmark of special operations forces.
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF TERRORISM

T errorism is at the top of most lists of asymmetric
threats. It is also one in which military special oper-

ations forces have played a significant role. Western
experience over the past decade or so has shown that the
“best way to fight terrorism is through serious, global,
and transparent cooperation.”16 In recent years, the
nature of the enterprise has been changing, so that today
we witness fewer incidents of state-sponsored and ideo-
logical terrorism.

Contemporary terrorist networks form amorphous,
indistinct organizations and tend to operate on a linear,
nonhierarchical basis. Their aims and objectives become
less easily defined than previously, as it appears that
today’s terrorists are less interested in killing merely to
attract publicity to a cause. There is a greatly reduced
frequency of terrorists claiming ‘credit’ for their opera-
tions, just as there has been a reduction in the number of
such operations.17 But as their number has decreased,
there has been an increase in the lethality of attacks,
suggesting that we have entered a new phase of terrorist
operations.

It is precisely from asymmetry that terrorists derive
their strength. Conducting their operations outside of
what we would label ‘acceptable’ international behavior
and in accordance with unique value systems radically
different from our own, some of the modern non-state
combatants (including the Osama bin Laden network
al Qaeda) “operate according to a ‘warrior clan’ ethos
reminiscent of Japanese samurai or medieval crusaders,
a philosophy at odds with the ethic of modern, profes-
sional armed services.”18 With random assaults pro-

pelled by what can seem the murkiest of motives, the
new form of terrorism “frightens by its unpredictabili-
ty”, and though it retains the old terrorism’s focus upon
the sowing of widespread fear, the new variant can often
appear “pointless since it does not lead directly to any
strategic goal, and it seems exotic since it is frequently
couched in the visionary rhetoric of religion.”19

Nor is it even accurate to argue that the new terror-
ism has completely displaced the old; instead, the two
coexist, with the earlier version making periodic reap-
pearances. But asymmetry has altered our understanding
of the threat, leading to a greater perception than hereto-
fore of societal vulnerability. We know that we are no
longer as immune as we once were. The vulnerability of
public order we tend to take for granted was visibly
shaken in the wake of events such as the 1993 bombing
of the New York World Trade Center, the release of
nerve gas in the Tokyo subway system, the truck-bomb
detonation at the Oklahoma City federal building, the
1998 assaults on American embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania and, most horrific of all, the use of hijacked
civilian airliners used to destroy the World Trade Center
and a wing of the Pentagon.

We would do well to remember that terrorism is fun-
damentally the waging of psychological warfare; thus,
in responding to it, we should seek to employ an econo-
my of force and economic resources. Such economy, as
we will see, is a hallmark of special operations forces.
The expertise of certain military resources (psychologi-
cal operations staff, for example), particularly those
possessed by the US, may prove advantageous to law
enforcement entities charged with formulation of strate-
gy and policy for confronting terrorists.

More and more, global terrorism has been taking on
religious hues, with activists stemming from any num-
ber of ecclesiastical traditions. Recent acts of violence
have been ascribed to Islamic suicide bombers,
Christian militants in the US, Jewish radicals in Israel,
Buddhist sects in Japan, and extremist Sikhs and Hindus
in India and Canada. That religious discontent and rival-
ry increasingly fuel terrorist activities is evidenced by
the fact that, whereas in 1980, the State Department’s
listing of foreign terrorist groups included hardly any
religious organizations, by 1998 more than half of the
thirty most dangerous groups were sectarian. And this
actually understates the matter, since it leaves out the
many Christian militia and other paramilitary groupings
in the US; add these to the list, and the “number of reli-
gious terrorist groups would be considerable.”20 Given
the multicultural basis of North American society, the
trend seems portentous.

If not all religious terrorists are to be found off
North American shores, neither are all terrorists. In the
US especially, a home-grown variety of ultra rightists
has been surfacing. According to one expert on terror-
ism, the “convergence of anti-government patriots and
neo-nazi white supremacists is the most disturbing
development in American politics.”21 Growing more
volatile and visible, this home-grown collection of citi-
zen militiamen, paramilitary neo-nazis, racialist skin-
heads, and white Aryan activists blended an anti-gov-
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SOF are strategic assets which bring a suite of sophisticated skills to the
battlespace. These enhanced capabilities readily permit their employment
across the full spectrum of operations.



ernment ideology with supremacist mythology in pro-
claiming 2000 as the year of their own jihad —
‘RAHOWA’, or racial holy war.

CRIME AND CYBERTERRORISM

O rganized crime, or what we might call with apolo-
gies to Clausewitz, the “continuation of business

by criminal means”, is on the rise. More decentralized,
cross-cultural, and international than ever before,
organized crime represents a less immediate threat than
terrorism, but one that could end up undercutting the
stability of legitimate government by instigating corrup-
tion and eroding public support. Recent studies also
indicate that “an increase in organized crime corre-
sponds to an increase in global drug trafficking and
money laundering — two conditions which directly and
indirectly threaten U.S. national security.”22 Ominously,
terrorism is becoming more closely linked to organized
crime. Once confined regionally, organized crime has
now followed the forces of globalization and become
internationalized in pace with transnational commerce.
It, too, has entered the new ‘battlespace’, where it seeks
to exploit asymmetries in legal, administrative and
financial spheres.

Information warfare is another asymmetric threat
increasingly encountered. Recognized as a potentially
serious menace, it exploits the globally integrated,
knowledge-based economies of developed countries,
leaving them vulnerable to attack via their unprotected
information systems.23 This type of warfare encompass-
es a full spectrum of operations, ranging from “manipu-
lation of open media to hostile psychological opera-
tions, to attacks on information infrastructure such as
databases or processing centres, either through physical,
electronic or processing means.”24 Cyber-terrorism can
be waged at many levels, and can be focused on indi-
vidual, industrial and economic espionage by states or
non-state organizations. Also, it can be launched by one
state against another, and can involve organized groups
such as militias or even narco-terrorists, who often pos-
sess high-tech devices common to many governments.
Even at the individual level there can be cause for
alarm, for as Winn Schwartau points out, “in time of
conflict, nothing prevents a military adversary from
researching senior NATO leaders (or soldiers in the
field) and threatening their families back home, turning
... computers ... into a tool that can be used by miscre-
ant marketers, common criminals, or foreign enemies to
‘get at’ them.”25

At the industrial and economic level of espionage,
techniques employed by cyber-terrorists might include
eavesdropping on telephone conversations, internet
sniffing, password cracking, or electronic break and
enter. Recent reports from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation indicate that some 122 countries operate
online industrial and economic espionage against the
US, with a consequent loss to American businesses of
approximately $300 billion a year.26

It is a small leap of imagination to foresee cyber-
terrorists being able to develop the technological
expertise to enhance their destructiveness. Terrorists

will be able to extend their influence across the spec-
trum of conflict by means of networking, suggesting a
shift of power from state to non-state actors “who can
organize into sprawling multi-organizational networks
more readily.” Moreover, it is also evident that as our
information dependency progresses, conflicts will be
more likely to centre around our knowledge-based sys-
tems. In view of this, some experts see the emergence of
‘netwar’ as a “mode of conflict and crime at societal
levels, involving measures short of traditional war in
which the protagonists use network forms of organiza-
tion and related doctrines, strategies, and technologies
attuned to the information age.”27 The challenge for
Canadian and American governments becomes to formu-
late joint and combined responses that reach beyond
mundane technological countermeasures, essentially
implying a re-engineering of the entire approach to
cyberterrorism.

WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

T he biological, chemical, and radiological products
and technology necessary to the production of

WMD are proliferating, posing a new asymmetric
threat to North America. Despite control regimes, it is
evident that both the means of delivery and the war-

heads are becoming more readily available, and the
potential for development of a future WMD — a genetic
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SOF units, especially those designated for counter-terrorism, excel in pre-
cise and discriminating application of force.
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one — can be glimpsed. WMD, with or without a long-
range delivery system such as ballistic or cruise mis-
siles, could endanger Canadian and American territory,
as well as threaten troops deployed abroad. It can even
be said that the mere existence of these weapons con-
stitutes a threat in itself, even in the absence of a capa-
bility to deploy them operationally, given the signifi-
cant psychological impact they possess. Although
accessibility to WMD has increased, it by no means
follows that the probability of terrorists actually
employing WMD must be high. Such an optimistic
assertion rests, in part, upon the anticipated high costs
associated with the acquisition, testing and manage-
ment of WMD; moreover, many experts have long con-
sidered that terrorists could accomplish their aims
without relying upon WMD. This assumption would
seem to be borne out by the stunning attacks in New
York and Washington, but could indeed be called into
question by the appearance of anthrax-tainted mail.28 

Nevertheless, concern does and will remain about
this category of weaponry. In Congress, there is a con-
sensus for funding measures to counter the threat of
chemical and biological terrorism, with a fiscal year
(FY) 2000 increase of some $1.4 billion being voted
for countermeasures.29 Further appropriations are
about to be announced by President Bush. American
concerns have been premised on the perceived vulner-
ability of large urban areas in the face of more general
availability of the weapons and the expertise needed to
utilize them.30 Noteworthy in this respect is that the
“most devastating attacks on civilians in North
America, Europe and Japan have not relied on military
platforms for delivery.”31

Although militaries have long practiced nuclear,
biological and chemical defence as a byproduct of the
Cold War, the initial wave of official concern was exac-
erbated by events in Tokyo in 1995, when the religious
cult Aum Shinrikyo released a nerve agent, sarin, into
the city’s subway system, resulting in a dozen deaths
and more than a thousand other casualties. It is impor-
tant to keep things in perspective. Despite fears of copy-
cat gas attacks occurring elsewhere, there have been
none in the past six years. And, however significant the
psychological impact engendered by the recent intro-
duction of anthrax, casualties have been minimal.
Indeed, biological agents remain difficult to weaponize,
and the effects of attacks, with some important excep-
tions such as small-pox, tend to be self-limiting, with
only persons directly exposed to the agent falling ill.32

Chemical weapons pose particular problems for terror-
ists, not the least of which being the huge quantities of
agent required to inflict mass destructions, the difficul-
ty in dispersing the contaminant, and the unpredictable
effects of their dispersal.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, however, current
experiences in New Jersey, New York, Washington,
Florida and elsewhere, underpin a viable concern that
Canada, the US, and the other allies could be subject to
future attack from biological and chemical weapons.
Complacency should not be the order of the day, as a
case can easily be made for a prudent insurance policy
requiring ongoing intelligence and civil defence pre-

paredness initiatives. What does follow is that we
should “avoid focusing on the most horrific scenarios at
the expense of preparing for the most likely ones.”33

CANADIAN AND AMERICAN RESPONSES

I n Canada, the Ressam case served to sharpen the
focus on asymmetric threat policies that government

agencies have been developing over the past few years.
The incident disturbed the normal cordiality (if not
complacency) of Canadian-American relations, and pro-
voked a serious inquiry into whether Canadian security
forces were doing their jobs. The issue grew even hotter
with the discovery that not only was Ressam apparently
linked to the bin Laden terrorist network, but he was
also tied to the shadowy world of organized crime in
Montreal. For Canadian authorities, the Ressam affair
came as a wake-up call, and demonstrated how an asym-
metrical, transnational threat could undermine public
confidence as well as upset Canada’s all-important rela-
tionship with the US.

Surprising though it might seem to some, Ottawa’s
response to the threats described here is fully congruent
with the ‘human security’ agenda developed by the for-
mer foreign minister, Lloyd Axworthy. This is not to say
that a Canadian response to asymmetric threat requires
that agenda, merely that it is consistent with it.34 That
agenda recognizes the vulnerabilities created by the
effects of globalization; viewed from this perspective,
human security can be depicted as everyone’s ‘forward
defence’. As explained by one high-ranking official in
the Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade (DFAIT), the notion of security being predicated
solely on defence of the state and its territorial integrity
is ceding place to a broader concept that includes a
“human security dimension to foreign policy, alongside
national security.”35

Of the many aspects comprising the human security
agenda, not a few relate directly to asymmetric threats.
One in particular warrants highlighting: the need to
address “threats from both military and non-military
sources (e.g., intrastate war, state failure, human rights
violations, terrorism, organized crime, drug traffick-
ing).”36 While human security is no panacea, it does at
least make the case for contemplating public safety in a
context that transcends the purely domestic framework
of policy. In other words, under human security’s pre-
suppositions, the military can be argued to shoulder an
important part of the burden alongside law enforcement
agencies. But how might this be accomplished?

Some insight can be gleaned from the June 1999
DND document, Shaping the Future of the Canadian
Forces: A Strategy for 2020. In harmony with the basic
thrust of human security, this document recognizes a
range of direct and indirect dangers to national security
for which military responses “may be required”, includ-
ing illicit drugs, organized crime, illegal immigration,
terrorism, WMD and cyber-terrorism. The document
accounts for the new global battlespace and recognizes
the added dimension ushered in by networks in cyber-
space, though its authors tend to downplay the immedi-
acy of the menace of cyber-terrorism.37 Defence plan-
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ners and policymakers are urged to become “innovative”
and “proactive”, and are enjoined to strengthen specific
capabilities to combat asymmetric threat and to create
counterthreat relationships with domestic and interna-
tional partners.

One country in particular is singled out: future mil-
itary strategy will witness strengthened “interoperabili-
ty with the U.S. Armed Forces, training together ... and
pursuing collaborative ways to respond to emerging
asymmetric threats to continental security.”38 In the
wake of the Ressam affair, it is the ‘combined’ or so-
called ‘homeland defence’ aspect that stands out, for it
takes a dim terrorist indeed to fail to notice that one way
to strike America’s heartland is by means of the conti-
nent’s ‘seams’.

In the US, Joint Forces Command has been mandated
to define the kind of American military required in 2020,
a task that obliges it also to heed the measures required to
combat terrorism, including the home-grown variants. On
5 June 2000, the congressionally appointed National
Commission on Terrorism released its controversial report
urging government to adopt a more aggressive stance in
combatting this threat on American soil. The commission
was created nearly four years ago, in the aftermath of US
embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania. In the words
of its chairman, Paul Bremer, a former State Department
ambassador-at-large for counter-terrorism, the “threat is
changing, and it’s becoming more deadly.”39

Of significance in the commission’s report, and
worthy of serious consideration by Canadian authori-
ties, was the recommendation that the US President con-
template the designation of the military as the ‘lead’
organization for the government’s response to any “cat-
astrophic” terrorist activities in the US.40 Such a recom-
mendation underscores a sense of concern that law
enforcement agencies on their own may not be up to the
job of combating asymmetric threats seen to involve
‘vital’ interests. The recommendation raised bureaucrat-
ic hob in Washington, and touched off a turf dispute
involving, among others, the leadership of the
Department of Defense, the CIA, and the FBI. The 11
September assaults provided the catalyst for institution-
al change in the form of the new Office of Homeland
Security led by Governor Tom Ridge. A White House
agency, the Homeland Security Council will include the
Attorney General, the Secretaries of Defense, Treasury,
Health and Human Services and Agriculture, as well as
the Directors of the FBI and Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Moreover, a decision has been
taken to create a military homeland defense command.

A ROLE FOR SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES?

I n view of the nature of asymmetric menaces, the
requirement to blend military capabilities with those

of law enforcement agencies, and the recently
announced policy directives in Ottawa and Washington,
might there be a niche here for special operations forces
(SOF)? SOF are strategic assets that typically possess
enhanced capabilities in training and equipment that
readily permit their employment across the full spec-
trum of operations. Carefully selected and highly

trained, SOF bring a unique suite of sophisticated skills
to the battlespace, while retaining a low profile. They
can be a most versatile force, particularly under condi-
tions where wisdom might preclude the deployment of
conventional military units, given political sensitivi-
ties.41 SOF units, especially those designated for count-
er-terrorism, excel in the precise and discriminating
application of force.

Mission focused and, by their very nature, unconven-
tional in their thinking, Canadian and American SOF reg-
ularly evince uncommon as well as highly developed
interagency linkages. That these could be useful against
asymmetric adversaries in the continental context, not
least because of the complexities of North American soci-
ety, is evident to analysts such as John Collins, who notes
that the “self-reliant, highly-motivated, superbly-trained
SOF, especially those proficient in foreign languages and
with cross-cultural skills, seem ideally suited for many
missions ... in the twilight zone between peace and war.”42

According to military doctrine, SOF train for the
primary missions of unconventional warfare, direct
action, internal defence, special reconnaissance, count-
er-terrorism, civil affairs, and psychological operations.
As a result of this training, collateral benefits can
accrue in such areas as humanitarian assistance, count-
er-narcotics, security assistance, and search and rescue.
A 1999 study conducted by Major David Last, a politi-
cal science professor at Royal Military College, exam-
ined the doctrinal aspects and listed the following pos-
sible missions for the country’s SOF: counter-terrorism,
counter-WMD operations, militarized international
police operations (MIPO), international criminal
enforcement (ICE), corporate operations, offensive and
defensive information operations, peace support and
stability operations (PSSO), and security and evacua-
tion.43 Moreover, hostage rescue, special techniques for
tactical mobility, and high-tech special reconnaissance
and surveillance may figure prominently in many of
these missions. And, in the continental context, the
spectrum of such operations will be both joint (military-
civilian and multi-agency) and combined.

While SOF could probably find meaningful employ-
ment in all the operations listed above, one seems par-
ticularly suited to their talents: high-tech special recon-
naissance and surveillance. Not that SOF would be used
on any routine investigations, but rather in serious cases
where police forces are neither equipped nor trained for
a given environment. Consider the example of the 1996
Gustafson Lake incident where the RCMP lacked proper
equipment and training for sustained operations in an
interior hinterland. Without becoming decisively
engaged, SOF surveillance patrols could readily have
provided valuable assistance to law enforcement author-
ities in the timely collection of intelligence about the
nature of the incident and activities at the site. High-
tech information gathering assets, common only to mil-
itary SOF units, could have contributed to a more peace-
ful and speedy resolution of issues. 

Asymmetry demands improved human intelligence
(HUMINT), and under the auspices of law enforcement,
SOF could deploy detachments to supplement traditional
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police assets. Working independently, SOF could con-
firm information gathered by other means, as well as
work to deny information to those under surveillance.
Small teams could deploy as close personal protection
for civilian leaders. Threats posed by more destructive
weapons such as WMD could require being countered
by SOF direct action missions, including special recon-
naissance duties and detailed technical surveys for vali-
dation of future actions. Operations against narco-ter-
rorists and organized criminals would have a multidi-
mensional aspect, comprising operators from military,
police, legal, and other categories and institutions.
Information on financial transactions and surveillance
of communication nodes may become necessary to veri-
fy and locate targets.

Other more traditional but specialized military
assets such as electronic warfare units, medical teams,
search and rescue technicians, and communications
experts could be employed as part of a broader mili-
tary/civil melding of efforts or directly with SOF. The
blossoming of cyber-terrorism could usher in a new SOF
element, perhaps under the umbrella of psychological
operations, staffed by a blended team of military, civil-
ian and law enforcement personnel.44

THE LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

O ne could go on with the inventory, but for our pur-
poses here, it is sufficient merely to illustrate the

existence of valid roles in confronting asymmetric
threats. Fuller capability surveys have been done, but
these are in the ‘classified’ domain of various law
enforcement and military entities. However, one impor-
tant point needs to be kept in mind; while SOF forma-
tions are permanently organized and available, some
nettlesome legal and constitutional matters remain,
whose resolution would be essential for effective
employment of SOF. In the US, not the least of these are
Posse Comitatus 45 and the Fourth Amendment.

In Canada, the Canadian Forces operate in a sup-
porting role under direction of the civil authority.
Retaining the legal link to this authority, the Chief
of the Defence Staff commands operations where
potential exists for disturbance of the peace, when
operational equipments are to be employed, or where
critical public attention is likely.46 Since the CF do
not have a mandate to conduct direct law enforce-
ment operations in Canada, any provision of person-
nel or resources is arranged under the CF assistance
to provincial police forces directions (CFAPPFD).
Approved by the Solicitor General and the Minister
of National Defence, CF assistance remains only in a
supporting role to the police force of jurisdiction,
which retains full responsibility for enforcing the
law. At the federal level, Canada cooperates with the
US in a counter drug strategy where military surveil-
lance assets are employed in detection and apprehen-
sion of criminals involved in illegal activity. The
Solicitor General is the lead agent responsible for
counter-terrorism; under the CF armed assistance
directions (CFAAD), the military may provide sup-
port to resolve an incident that affects the national
interest, or has the potential so to do.47

The operational deployment of Canada’s counter-
terrorism/special operations unit, Joint Task Force Two
(JTF 2) or the nuclear biological chemical response team
(NBCRT), in support of law enforcement agencies would
most likely occur under the provisions of CFAAD.
While the police would retain responsibility for the inci-
dent site, CF elements would act under military com-
mand and control.48 In effect, the blending of military
and police assets to meet a specific challenge would
require the approval of the Solicitor General and the
Minister of National Defence, under Cabinet supervi-
sion. Currently, Canadian defence planning recognizes
that “potential for asymmetric attacks on deployed
operations or on citizens, property or territory will
increase the demand for flexible and unconventional
contributions to the security of deployed forces, peace
support missions, and Canadian interests, and also for
improved intelligence.”49

In the US, primary responsibility for combating
domestic terrorism resides in the FBI, with the CIA
retaining jurisdiction abroad. The Posse Comitatus Act
of 1878 forecloses full use of federal military capabili-
ties inside the US. The act does not apply directly to
National Guard units, which remain under state control,
although in certain circumstances these units have been
nationalized and placed under federal control and legal
constraints. The prohibitions against using regular troops
or federalized National Guard forces in law enforcement
are not, however, absolute. As the keeper of public order,
the US President may respond to a state governor’s
request to call out the troops. This mechanism mainly
applies to such acts of public disorder as riots.

The US National Security Act of 1947, defined by
Code Title 10, refers thusly to Posse Comitatus restrictions:

The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe such
regulation as may be necessary to ensure that any
activity (including the provision of any equip-
ment or facility or the assignment or detail of any
personnel) under this chapter does not include or
permit direct participation by a member of the
Army, Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps in a
search, seizure, arrest, or other similar activity
unless participation in such activity by such
member is otherwise authorized by law.50

There is an exception in Title 10 that provides for SOF
to train civilian law enforcement agencies in counter- and
anti-terrorism, including counter drug enforcement and
security against WMD. Indeed, units of Special
Operations Command have “devised such innovative
tactics and techniques that many Federal agencies call
on their expertise.”51 Moreover, it is recognized that the
President, with congressional concurrence, may enact
legislation to ease the Posse Comitatus restrictions in
the event of extreme threats. It is possible that the
emerging cyber-threats might fall into the latter catego-
ry, for as Gregory Grove observes:

If information-warfare [IW] technologies and
American dependence on information infra-
structures develop to a point where IW attacks
may kill thousands or cause vast economic
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harm, Congress may choose to pass a statutory
exception regarding the protection of informa-
tion infrastructures. Such an IW threat seems
more credible in light of the comments of the
President, a former secretary of defense and a
former director of the CIA.52

Grove is hardly alone in his assessment of the prob-
lem. Winn Schwartau asks, “If the Pentagon deploys the
SEALS, Special Forces, and Delta Forces to deter or
respond to asymmetrical threats, why does Washington
shrink from treating IW in the same fashion?”53

Anticipating serious confrontation in the new battle-
space, other analysts have advised the US to ‘enhance
its elite forces’.54 The increased concern about transna-
tional threats has sparked renewed debate concerning
Posse Comitatus, with civil authorities scrambling to
review and clarify their understanding of its application,
so as to incorporate it into their thinking on military
doctrine and operating procedures for civilian police.
While this debate goes on, the American military holds
to its conviction that ‘soldiers cannot be policemen’.55

Clearly, improved systems for gathering and sharing
intelligence are required in responding to asymmetric
threats. This, however, touches off another legal debate,
as intelligence gathering remains largely structured as it
was during the Cold War. In the US, constitutional pro-
visions, notably the Fourth Amendment, restrict the use
of national intelligence for domestic law enforcement.
Emerging threats are challenging the relevance of this
restriction, and there are now advocacies for new legis-
lation to “bridge the gap between the traditional use of
intelligence to prosecute criminal cases, and strategic
intelligence, which is used to predict, preempt, and
defend against attacks on the United States and its citi-
zens.”56 It appears time for Americans to rethink the leg-
islative and regulatory oversights currently imposed on
intelligence gathering, so that they might design a sys-
tem better able to operate against threats in the new bat-
tlespace. Such a rethink will almost certainly lead to a
reassessment of the merits of utilizing SOF in the gath-
ering of HUMINT.

Reflective of this is the above-mentioned June 2000
report of the National Commission on Terrorism.

Among its most controversial proposals is the one rec-
ommending that Washington “begin surveillance of
every foreign student on U.S. soil since ‘a small minor-
ity may exploit their student status to support terrorist
activity’.”57 In view of the enormous challenge such a
requirement would impose, some have been moved to
restrict the surveillance to students coming from coun-
tries deemed unfriendly to the US. In all of this, the
operative word in the report is ‘surveillance’, an activi-
ty upon which one scholar comments bluntly, “[u]nfor-
tunately, sometimes you have to forego some human
rights and civil liberties issues, if it’s in the national
security interest and can save lives.”58

CONCLUSION

T he comments above demonstrate how the current
debate can and does take on implications for

American civil liberties. In the view of civil libertari-
ans, little about the threat of asymmetric warfare justi-
fies the “conclusion of some officials and commentators
that we must increase government power at the expense
of personal freedoms.”59 That may be so, but the contin-
ued process of global integration will almost certainly
exacerbate the severity of the problem caused by asym-
metric threats.

With such concerns as sovereignty and homeland
defence at issue, it is likely that military capabilities,
both in Canada and in the US, will be irresistibly drawn
into a closer, more seamless pattern of integration with
law enforcement authorities. That new debates are tak-
ing place is a healthy process, one that reminds us of
the need to balance our defensive requirements against
the fundamentals of liberal democracy. Nevertheless,
the blurring of traditional lines of responsibility, as
between law enforcement and military authorities, cou-
pled with the ambiguities surrounding the very meaning
of ‘criminal activity’, points to a future demand for
joint and combined responses. The filling of that
demand is most likely to require innovative and proac-
tive employment of SOF.
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